G4500c

Aditifs and cleaners

Technical infosheet G4500c
Description:

G4500c is a Graphic concentrated developer tank cleaner.
It is Ecological approved an contains no toxic ingreadienst.

Applications:

Used for all graphic developer tanks, especially designed for Silver deposid remov
ing.

Used in combination with:
Developers: Most Graphic developers as there are: ACD, ASD and G101c.

Using conditions:

Dilution: 5 liter part A and 5 liter part % together ZLWK 0WR litres water
Working temperature: 35°C : 95 °F

Storage conditions: always store G4500c in an frost-free environment. Precipitation will occur if the
solution has been frozen.
Disposing:

Concentrate or used G4500c solution can be disposed together with the waste
fixer.

Shelf life:

30 months after manufacturing RSHQHGERWWOHVPXVWEHXVHGZLWKLQ\HDU

Sales packaging:
Chemistry
G4500c

ABC code
4NLNP

Packaging
1 x 5l A /1 x 5l B

Dilution
5l A + 5l B makes 30 to 40 l

Precautions: avoid contact with skin. After contact rince thouroughly with water.
Read the MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet)
User instruction:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Empty the dirty developer tank and rinse with a little water.
Leave the rack in the tank and fill the tank with 2,5 liter part A + 10 liter water and
2,5 liter part B per 15 to 20 liters depending on tankcapacity.
Top with water.
Let the processor run for 30 to 60 minutes at the normal working temperature.
(min. 35°C).
Drain the solution into the waste fixer.
Rinse sincerely and close the tank.
Fill the tank with tap water and let run for 5 minutes.
Empty the tank in the waste fixer..
Rinse carefully, make the circulation pump run for a minute or so.
Repeat step 6 once more. If not you risk to damage the developer when refilling.
Refill the developer.
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